**DRAGONFORCE**

**DragonForce** is a team collaboration platform that provides shared situational awareness with a set of powerful, yet easy-to-use tools. DragonForce empowers agencies to coordinate day-to-day to large scale operations more quickly, safely and effectively by giving users access to the intelligence they need.

**CORE FEATURES:**

- Track personnel on maps and floor plans
- Coordinate tactics on shared white boards
- Capture and share photos, videos, files and documents
- Collect evidence and data with customizable digital forms
- Securely send point-to-point, group and broadcast messages

**ENHANCED FEATURES:**

- High visibility user interface designed for fast, easy access to information in high-stress environments
- Alert your entire organization via mass notification. Visualize their status on your command dashboard

DragonForce collaboration groups are formed in seconds! Giving group members secure, collaborative access to maps, photos, videos, documents and forms.

DragonForce’s team collaboration experience provides the precise location, identity, intel and operational status of your entire team facilitating enhanced decision making and a more effective response.
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FROM THE ORDINARY TO THE EXTRAORDINARY
CRITICAL COLLABORATION FOR ANY INDUSTRY

DragonForce Capabilities:

DragonForce turns the smart phones, tablets and web browsers you already use into a mission-critical collaboration system.

DragonForce supports small specialized teams to large national organizations with multiple, multi-level departments.

- Deploy “in the cloud” or “on prem” inside your own IT infrastructure
- All data is protected by AES 256-bit encryption in transit and at rest
- Leverage your CAD, AVL and GIS investments with API integrations and view all your data in DragonForce.
- Timestamped logging of messages, location reports, photos and form submissions for easy after-action reporting.
- Intuitive, easy to use interface requires minimal training to operate.
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Available on the
App Store | GET IT ON
Google Play